THE LEARNING PROCESS
of response sets in, a response now to the situation, " presence
of dye in the water and a large number of unsuccessful
responses of all the earlier kinds." The new response is
for the creature to jerk itself away from its anchorage and
swim off to seek new quarters.
We must, of course, beware of attributing to the animal-
cula any of the feelings and thoughts which a human being
would have under similar circumstances. We need not
postulate any consciousness at all. Bat to obtain learning
it is essential that the organism under study should have
more than one response to the same situation, or otherwise
there will be nothing from which to select. The most one
could then do would be to teach the organism not to respond
at all, a form of teaching which is indeed of great importance
in character training.
The " same situation " here is the presence of dye in the
water, and the four responses possible are bending, cihary
reversal, withdrawal into the tube, and swimming away.
True, the situation progressively changes owing to the con-
tinued non-success of the first response, in the sense that
the inner *' set" of the organism changes. But the external
situation is the same, and the animal " learns " presently
to make not the ciliary response but the withdrawal
response.
Multiple response to the same situation is, then, necessary
for learning to set in. From these responses one can be
selected because it brings some kind of advantage, whereas
the others do not. In the case we have been considering
the possible responses are arranged in a kind of order already,
since we know that an ordinary stentor1 will try the bending
first, the ciliary reversal next, then the withdrawal, and then
the swimming away. And it is probable that a very short
period of vacation from our " teaching " would make our
"pupil" forget what he has "learnt" and return to his
ciliary reversal- Permanent learning is probably not in this
1 In some cases the ciliary reversal comes first, but not usually
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